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Abstract
ELTE Poetry Corpus is a database that stores canonical Hungarian poetry with automatically generated annotations of the
poems’ structural units, grammatical features and sound devices, i.e. rhyme patterns, rhyme pairs, rhythm, alliterations and the
main phonological features of words. The corpus has an open access online query tool with several search functions. The paper
presents the main stages of the annotation process and the tools used for each stage. The TEI XML format of the different
versions of the corpus, each of which contains an increasing number of annotation layers, is presented as well. We have also
specified our own XML format for the corpus, slightly different from TEI, in order to make it easier and faster to execute
queries on the corpus. We discuss the results of a manual evaluation of the quality of automatic annotation of rhythm, as well
as the results of an automatic evaluation of different rule sets used for the automatic annotation of rhyme patterns. Finally, the
paper gives an overview of the main functions of the online query tool developed for the corpus.
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1. Introduction
ELTE Poetry Corpus1 is a database with an online
query interface2, which stores a significant part of
canonical Hungarian poetry with different types of an-
notations. Currently, the corpus contains the complete
poems of 49 Hungarian authors. The number of po-
ems in the corpus is 13,063 and the number of words
is roughly 2,7 million. The main format of the cor-
pus is TEI XML, which is one of the most widely used
formats in the fields of digital humanities and linguis-
tics. The annotations of the poems have been created
automatically. We annotated the poems on three levels.
First, we annotated the structural units of poems: the ti-
tles, the stanzas and the lines. Second, we tokenized the
texts and annotated the grammatical features of words,
i.e. the lemma, the part of speech and the morphosyn-
tactic properties. Third, we annotated several features
of sound devices as well: the rhyme patterns, the rhyme
pairs, the rhythm, the alliterations and the main phono-
logical properties of words.
In section 2, we give an overview of previous works
that served as inspirations for the present project. Sec-
tion 3 discusses the stages of the corpus building pro-
cess and the tools used for each stage. Section 4
describes the format of the corpus. Section 5 ex-
plains how the accuracy of the automatic annotation of

1https://github.com/ELTE-DH/
poetry-corpus

2https://verskorpusz.elte-dh.hu

rhythm was evaluated and how the different rule sets
applied for the annotation of rhyme patterns was au-
tomatically evaluated. Finally, in section 6, we briefly
describe the main features of the online query tool de-
veloped for the corpus.

2. Related Work
We are not aware of any previous large-scale Hungar-
ian poetry corpus that contains automatically generated
annotations of sound devices. However, in the course
of corpus building, we could rely on general-purpose
Hungarian corpora, such as the Hungarian Gigaword
Corpus3 (Oravecz et al., 2014) and the Hungarian His-
torical Corpus4 (Sass, 2017). The database Répertoire
de la poésie hongroise ancienne5 should also be men-
tioned. While it does not contain annotated texts, it
does provide search functions for various data of Hun-
garian poems written before 1600, including their met-
rical characteristics (Horváth et al., 1979). The Czech
Poetry Corpus (Korpus českého verše)6 (Plecháč and
Kolár, 2015) developed by the Czech Academy of Sci-
ences was also an important inspiration for us. This
corpus contains nearly 80,000 poems from the 19th and

3http://clara.nytud.hu/mnsz2-dev
4http://clara.nytud.hu/mtsz
5https://f-book.com/rpha
6https://versologie.cz/v2/web_content/

corpus.php?lang=en;https://github.com/
versotym/corpusCzechVerse

https://github.com/ELTE-DH/poetry-corpus
https://github.com/ELTE-DH/poetry-corpus
https://verskorpusz.elte-dh.hu
http://clara.nytud.hu/mnsz2-dev
http://clara.nytud.hu/mtsz
https://f-book.com/rpha
https://versologie.cz/v2/web_content/corpus.php?lang=en
https://versologie.cz/v2/web_content/corpus.php?lang=en
https://github.com/versotym/corpusCzechVerse
https://github.com/versotym/corpusCzechVerse
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early 20th centuries with automatically generated an-
notations of not only the lemmas, the morphosyntac-
tic features and the phonological features of words, but
also the rhyme and rhythm of the poems (Ibrahim and
Plecháč, 2011). We also relied on the design of the Cor-
pus of Spanish Golden-Age Sonnets (Corpus de Sone-
tos del Siglo de Oro)7 created in TEI XML format sim-
ilar to ELTE Poetry Corpus. This corpus contains au-
tomatically generated annotations of rhythm (Navarro-
Colorado, 2015; Navarro-Colorado et al., 2016).
Several programs have also been developed for the ma-
chine recognition of the sound devices of poems, es-
pecially for English-language poems. For instance, the
programs Scandroid (Hartman, 2005) and ZuScansion
(Agirrezabal et al., 2016) analyze the rhythm and me-
ter of English poems. Another program, AnalysePoem
can even recognize the rhyme patterns of English po-
ems in addition to their rhythm and meter (Plamondon,
2006). In recent years, there have also been several re-
search projects based on the automatic analysis of the
sound devices of poems. Kao and Jurafsky (2012), for
example, studied the differences between professional
and amateur American poems, using not only vocabu-
lary but also automatically analyzed features of sound
devices, such as alliterations and rhyme pairs. The re-
search of Tanasescu et al. (2016) is also worth men-
tioning, which aims to automatically classify English
poems on the basis of rhythm and rhyme.
There are only a few examples of automatic analysis of
sound devices in Hungarian-language poems, but some
of them are surprisingly early. Vilmos Voigt’s paper
represents the first attempt at computer-based rhythm
analysis of Hungarian poems: the rhythm of three son-
nets was analyzed with a program (Voigt, 1972). An-
other early attempt is Jékel and Papp’s book, which
offers computer-generated phoneme statistics of Endre
Ady’s complete poems (Jékel and Papp, 1974). Also
among the early examples is Jékel and Szuromi’s book,
which offers a multidimensional, partly automatically
generated rhythm analysis of 300 poems written by
Sándor Petőfi (Jékel and Szuromi, 1980). The first
and only multi-functional program for analyzing the
rhyme patterns, alliterations and meter of Hungarian
poems was developed by Lesi (2008). Currently, this
program is not accessible. Labády’s research should
also be mentioned, since it studies Dániel Berzsenyi’s
poems on the basis of the lexical and phonemic prop-
erties (length of words, distribution of vowels and
consonants) analyzed automatically (Labádi, 2018).
The most recent research using automatic analysis of
sound devices of Hungarian poems was carried out by
Maróthy et al. (2021); they automatically analyzed the
rhymes of 26 historical songs written in the 16th cen-
tury.

7https://github.com/bncolorado/
CorpusSonetosSigloDeOro

3. The Stages of the Annotation Process
The source of the corpus was the document files of the
Hungarian Electronic Library8, a repository that stores
the complete poems of many authors who are in the
public domain. These documents are typically avail-
able in several formats on the website of the Hungar-
ian Electronic Library. RTF files were used as a first
choice, and HTML files were used if the RTF files were
not available. In the first stage, we used a script on the
document files of the Hungarian Electronic Library to
create from them the TEI XML files that contain the an-
notation of structural units. In the case of RTF files, we
used an XQuery script; in the case of HTML files, we
used a Python script. As a result of running the scripts,
every poem is included in a separate TEI XML file,
which contains the annotations for titles, stanzas and
lines as XML elements. In this phase, we also auto-
matically created the <teiHeader> element of the TEI
XML files, which contains metadata about the poems,
such as author, title and source document information.
We then manually checked the TEI XML files that con-
tain the annotation of structural units, that is, we com-
pared them with the original RTF or HTML documents.
This was necessary because the scripts could not an-
notate certain special cases correctly, and there were
also inconsistencies in the source files that led to an-
notation errors. For manual checking, Oxygen XML
Editor9 was used.
After the manual checking, we automatically annotated
the grammatical properties of the words in the poems,
i.e. the lemma, the part of speech and the morphosyn-
tactic features. For this we used the emtsv10 version
of the e-magyar pipeline, which is an NLP tool for the
grammatical analysis of Hungarian texts (Váradi et al.,
2018; Indig et al., 2019). We used e-magyar with a
script that extracts the text from the TEI XML file, runs
e-magyar on the text, and then converts the TSV output
of e-magyar back to TEI XML. The part of speech and
the morphosyntactic features were annotated using the
tag set of Universal Dependencies (Vincze et al., 2017),
which is one of the output options of e-magyar.
The next stage in the annotation process was the auto-
matic annotation of sound devices: we annotated the
rhyme patterns of stanzas, the rhyme pairs within stan-
zas, the rhythm of lines, the alliterations and the phono-
logical features of words. The latter consists of the an-
notation of syllable number, vowel type and phonologi-
cal structure. For the automatic annotation of sound de-
vices, we used the Python program hunpoem analyzer-
TEI developed for this project (Horváth, 2020).
As a final annotation stage, using an XSLT stylesheet,
we made some transformations to the position of the
annotations in the TEI XML files and renamed some
XML elements and attributes.11 Additional annotations

8http://mek.oszk.hu
9https://www.oxygenxml.com

10https://github.com/nytud/emtsv
11On the new and renamed elements and attributes, see the

https://github.com/bncolorado/CorpusSonetosSigloDeOro
https://github.com/bncolorado/CorpusSonetosSigloDeOro
http://mek.oszk.hu
https://www.oxygenxml.com
https://github.com/nytud/emtsv
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on word and syllable counts were also added to the
XML files in this phase. The resulting XML files are
close to TEI, but do not conform to the TEI specifica-
tion. This last annotation stage was necessary because
the format specified by TEI is less suitable for storing
more detailed annotations. As a result of this annota-
tion stage, we provided the poems in an XML format
in which the arrangement and the naming of elements
and attributes are more logical and self-explanatory, al-
lowing easier writing and faster execution of query ex-
pressions. Naturally, the poems are also available in the
TEI XML format to ensure interoperability.
The following list summarizes the stages of the work-
flow described above.

• level0: annotation of structural units (Input: RTF,
HTML, Output: TEI XML, Tool: XQuery script,
Python script)

• level1: manual checking of TEI XML files con-
taining annotations of structural units (Output:
TEI XML, Tool: manual, using Oxygen XML Ed-
itor)

• level2: tokenization, lemmatization, part of
speech and morphosyntactic annotation (Output:
TEI XML, Tool: e-magyar embedded in a Python
script)

• level3: annotation of sound devices (Output: TEI
XML, Tool: a Python program developed for the
project (hunpoem analyzer-TEI)

• level4: format conversion and the addition of
further annotations (Output: XML, Tool: XSLT
stylesheet)

The workflow designed for annotating the corpus al-
lows re-running the annotation steps on the manually
checked TEI XML files at any time if any of the tools
of these steps have been improved.

4. The Format of the Corpus
The format of the corpus, except for the XML files pro-
duced by the last annotation stage, is TEI XML. The
TEI specification offers tag sets for the annotation of
a number of text types, including poems (TEI Con-
sortium, 2021). The level1, level2, level3 and level4
formats presented below are the formats of the differ-
ent versions of the corpus produced by each annotation
stage. These versions contain an increasing number of
annotation layers. The levels correspond to the libraries
on the gitHub page of the corpus.

4.1. The Format of level1
Figure 1 presents the TEI XML files of the poems pro-
duced by the automatic annotation of structural units
and the manual checking of the annotations.

description on the gitHub page of the corpus.

Figure 1: Annotation of structural units.

The titles of the poems are placed in the <head> el-
ement, the stanzas in the <lg> element, and the lines
in the <l> element. The subtitles, the epigraphs, the
separators and the notes on where and when the poem
was written are in the <p> elements.

4.2. The Format of level2
In the case of level2 files produced by running e-
magyar, every word is placed in a separate <w> el-
ement that contains the grammatical properties of the
word as attributes. The dictionary form of the word is
in the @lemma attribute, the part of speech is in the
@pos attribute, and the morphosyntactic features of
the word are in the @msd attribute. The morphosyn-
tactic features are represented as feature-value pairs,
based on the tag set of Universal Dependencies. The
punctuation marks are in <pc> elements in which the
@join attribute indicates the direction of adjacency. In
this annotation stage, the elements <lg>, <l>, <w>
and <pc> get a unique identifier as the value of the
@xml:id attribute. Figure 2 shows the layout of the
aforementioned annotations for one line of a poem.

Figure 2: Annotation of grammatical features.

4.3. The Format of level3
By running the program hunpoem analyzer-TEI, addi-
tional XML elements and attributes containing the an-
notations of sound devices are added to the TEI XML
files (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Annotation of rhyme pattern and rhythm.

The rhyme pattern of stanzas is annotated as the value
of @rhyme attributes of the <lg> elements. The pro-
gram used for the annotation of sound devices out-
puts the rhyme patterns in the traditional way: for
each stanza, the rhyme pattern is denoted by a char-
acter string in which the rhyming lines are indicated by
matching letters of the alphabet (pl. aabbcb). The @n
attribute of <l> elements contains the number of syl-
lables in the line, while the @real attribute contains the
quantitative rhythm of the line. The rhythm is anno-
tated by a string of 0 and 1 characters, where 0 indi-
cates short syllables and 1 indicates long syllables (e.g.
Húnyt szemmel bérceken futunk – 11110101).
The TEI specification does not allow the phonologi-
cal features of words to be annotated as attributes of
the <w> elements. Therefor, standoff annotation was
used, which means that the annotations of phonolog-
ical features are separated from the text of the poem
and placed in a later part of the XML files, as shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 4: Annotation of phonological features.

The <span> elements enclosed by the <spanGrp>
element contain the phonological properties of each
word. The value of the @target attribute is the @xml:id
of the word annotated. The value of the @subtype at-
tribute is the syllable number; the value of the @type
attribute is the vowel type of the word. The content of
the <span> element is the word’s phonological struc-
ture. In the annotation of phonological structure, we
followed the representational format of the Hungar-
ian Gigaword Corpus with some minor modifications
(Oravecz et al., 2014). Every word gets a string of c,
b, f, B and F characters indicating some important fea-
tures of the phonemes. The meaning of the characters
is the following: c: consonant, b: short back vowel,
B: long back vowel, f : short front vowel, F: long front
vowel (e.g. szerszámaival – cfccBcbfcbc).
We also annotated the rhyme pairs within stanzas and
the alliterations using standoff annotation. The rhyme
pairs are annotated by <link> elements contained in
the <linkGrp> element (Figure 5). Each link element
annotating a rhyme pair has a @target attribute, which

contains the two @xml:id identifiers referring to the
two rhyming words. There can be up to four lines
between the two words annotated as forming a rhyme
pair. A word can be a member of two rhyme pairs, as
the second member of the first rhyme pair and as the
first member of the second rhyme pair. For instance, in
the case of a six-line stanza annotated with the rhyme
pattern aabbaa, the rhyming word of the second line
forms a rhyme pair with the rhyming word of the first
line and another rhyme pair with the rhyming word of
the fifth line. However, the program currently does not
treat the rhyming words in the second and sixth lines as
a rhyme pair. In other words, a rhyming word as first
member can form a rhyme pair only with the rhyming
word closest to it.

Figure 5: Annotation of rhyme pairs.

Alliterations are annotated in a similar way (Figure 6).
The <span> elements enclosed by the <spanGrp> el-
ement annotate the alliterations in such a way that the
value of the @target attribute refers to the @xml:id
identifiers of the words that make up the alliterating
structure. We annotate as alliterations not only those
word structures in which consecutive words begin with
the same phoneme, but also those in which a word be-
ginning with another phoneme is inserted between two
words beginning with the same phoneme. Therefore,
the value of the @type attribute is a string consisting
of the characters a and n, in which character a in-
dicates alliterating words, while character n indicates
non-alliterating words between two alliterating words
(e.g. Bus donna barna balkonon – anaa). The Hungar-
ian articles a and az, and the Hungarian conjunctions
s and és are handled as stop words, which means that
these words cannot be the members of two-word alliter-
ations. However, they can be members of an alliteration
containing at least two other alliterating words.

Figure 6: Annotation of alliterations.

4.4. The Format of level4
In the case of the XML files produced by the last anno-
tation stage, we have deviated from the TEI specifica-
tion in order to make the poems accessible in two for-
mats: in TEI and in a format that is easier and faster to
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query. Firstly, for the sake of clarity, we have changed
the names of several elements and attributes to clearly
indicate the type of annotation they contain. Secondly,
the phonological features annotated using standoff an-
notation at level3 have been transferred to the attributes
of the <w> elements. Thirdly, the elements of struc-
tural units have been expanded with attributes for the
number of stanzas, lines, words and syllables.

Figure 7: Format of level4.

Figure 7 shows the new attributes of the <div>
element added to the XML files. The attribute
@div numStanza contains the number of stanzas,
@div numLine the number of lines, @div numWord
the number of words, @div numSyll the number of syl-
lables, @div numShortSyll the number of short sylla-
bles and @div numLongSyll the number of long sylla-
bles in the poem. The rhyme pattern of the whole poem
is contained in the @div rhyme attribute. In the string
given as the value of @div rhyme, vertical bars sepa-
rate the rhyme patterns of each stanza. Identical let-
ters indicate rhyming lines only within one stanza. The
@div syllPattern attribute contains the syllable pattern
of the poem, which is a string of numbers separated by
hyphens and vertical bars, where the numbers indicate
the number of syllables in the lines. The <lg> ele-
ments of stanzas and the <l> elements of lines have
been similarly expanded with additional attributes for
line number, word number and syllable number.
As shown in Figure 7, the phonological properties of
words annotated in level3 files in standoff format have
been transferred to the attributes of the <w> elements.
The @w numSyll attribute contains the syllable num-
ber, the @phonType attribute contains the vowel type,
and the @phonStruct attribute contains the phonologi-
cal structure of the word.
In the standoff annotations of rhyme pairs, we have
changed the names of the elements for clarity, and to
facilitate queries, we have indicated the rhyming word
forms as the content of the elements and also indi-
cated the grammatical and phonological properties of
the rhyming words as attributes here. We have also
changed the name of the elements containing the stand-
off annotations of alliterations. Furthermore, the word
forms of the alliteration are indicated as the content of

the elements, while the lemmas, parts of speech and
morphosyntactic features of the words forming the al-
literation are indicated as the values of attributes.

5. Evaluation of the Annotation of Sound
Devices

We manually evaluated the accuracy of the annotation
of the quantitative rhythm of lines and used an auto-
matic method to evaluate three rule sets of rhyming to
select the most efficient one.

5.1. Manual Evaluation of the Annotation of
Rhythm

The automatic annotation of the quantitative rhythm of
lines, i.e. the long and short syllables, could be done
on the basis of some simple rules well known in Hun-
garian poetry, which means that it was not necessary
to include pronunciation dictionaries in the algorithm.
These rules are the following: (1) the program analyzes
syllables with a short vowel and no consonant or only
one consonant immediately after the vowel as short syl-
lables; (2) the program analyzes syllables with a long
vowel and syllables with a short vowel followed by a
long consonant or more than one consonant as long
syllables; (3) we have also implemented the Hungar-
ian metrical rule that more than one consonant at the
beginning of a word (e.g. krákog, trottyos, strigula) do
not lengthen the syllable ending in a short vowel in the
preceding word.
To measure the accuracy of the rhythm annotation, we
divided the corpus into three sub-corpora on the basis
of the poets’ year of birth, after which 200 lines with
their rhythm annotation were randomly selected from
each sub-corpus. All authors in a sub-corpus partic-
ipated with the same amount of lines in the random
sample. We then manually checked the rhythm anno-
tation of lines and marked the incorrect annotations in
spreadsheets. In the manual evaluation, only the three
rules listed above were taken into account; the special
metrical rules of Hungarian poetry before the mid-19th
century were not applied. We also did not consider as
errors cases where the length of a phoneme was written
differently from today’s spelling (long instead of short
or short instead of long), as we assumed that this differ-
ence reflected the pronunciation of an older language
variety or a deliberate deviation of the author from the
standard pronunciation.
The results of the manual evaluation are presented in
Table 1. The first three rows show the percentage of
incorrect lines in the random samples from the three
different time periods; the last row shows the percent-
age of incorrect lines in the three samples combined.
As the table shows, the error rate in each period is
quite low. The algorithm was able to treat the two-digit
consonants as a single phoneme, which was the main
problem to be solved for quantitative rhythm annota-
tion. Many of the incorrect annotations were caused by
foreign words, mostly proper names.
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Time period Error rate
1505 - 1771 3.5%
1772 - 1854 1.5%
1855 - 1909 2%
1505 - 1909 2.33%

Table 1: Evaluation of the annotation of rhythm

5.2. Automatic Evaluation of Three Rule Sets
for Rhyming

In the case of automatic annotation of rhymes, the
question arises: what rules should be implemented to
determine the rhyming lines? The rules of rhyming
should not be too restrictive, but they should not over-
generate. Both cases lead to more inconsistent annota-
tions, where the rhyme patterns of certain stanzas in
a poem are annotated differently than the others be-
cause of the too narrow or too general rules. We im-
plemented three sets of rules to test which is the most
efficient. The rule set considered most effective was
the one that resulted in the largest number of poems an-
notated consistently, where all stanzas were annotated
with the same rhyme pattern. Table 2 presents the three
sets of rules for rhyming and the number of poems an-
notated with the same rhyme pattern in the case of ev-
ery stanza, by using the given rule set.

Consistent
Rule set poems
same vowel in the last syllables
without counting vowel length
AND same length of the second
to last syllables 4593
same vowel in the last syllables
without counting vowel length
AND same length of the second
to last syllables AND last
phonemes are vowels OR last
phonemes are consonants 4974
same vowel in the last syllables
with counting vowel length AND
same length of the second to last
syllables AND last phonemes are
vowels OR last phonemes are
consonants 4740

Table 2: Evaluation of rule sets for rhyming

As the table shows, the second rule set proved to be the
most effective with the largest number of consistently
annotated poems, so we eventually annotated the cor-
pus according to this rule set. In the future, we would
like to further develop the algorithm so that in the case
of an inconsistent annotation, it would analyze the stan-
zas of the poem using the other two rule sets or even
additional ones to achieve a consistent annotation.
It is worth noting that all three rule sets include the con-
dition of equal length of the second to last syllables,

which means that the annotation of rhymes is based on
the annotation of quantitative rhythm. The better the
quality of the rhythm annotation, the more effectively
the rule sets of rhyming can be applied.

6. The Query Interface
A MariaDB-based SQL database has been created from
the level4 XML files. The query tool developed for
the corpus searches this database. The tool is freely
accessible for anyone at https://verskorpusz.
elte-dh.hu. In addition to displaying the annotated
properties of the poems, the query tool has a num-
ber of search functions. In designing the search func-
tions, we could rely on the query interfaces of exist-
ing Hungarian-language corpora, especially the Hun-
garian Gigaword Corpus (Oravecz et al., 2014). The
query tool can be used to search not only for a single
token, but also for structures consisting of multiple to-
kens. By using the different functions of the tool, it
is possible to search for word forms, lemmas, parts of
speech, morphosyntactic features, or any combination
of these. Thanks to the annotation of phonological fea-
tures and rhythm, the user can also query words by syl-
lable number, vowel type, phonological structure and
syllable length, or combine these with search terms for
word form, lemma, part of speech and morphosyntactic
features. In addition to the authors, the poems can be
filtered on the basis of rhyme patterns as well.
Frequency lists of word forms and lemmas can also be
generated based on the search terms specified by the
query tool. If a search term for a multi-word structure
is entered in the search field, it is also possible to gen-
erate a frequency list for that structure. Table 3 and
Table 4 present two frequency lists generated by the
query tool. The first list shows the five most frequent
rhyming noun lemmas in the corpus, while the second
list presents the five most frequent alliterating adjective
+ noun collocations by lemma.

Rhyming nouns Occurrences
élet (life) 2585
szem (eye) 2362
világ (word) 2350
ég (sky) 2099
kéz (hand) 2002

Table 3: The most frequent rhyming nouns

Alliterating adjective + noun Occurrences
szép szem (beautiful eyes) 221
szép szó (beautiful word) 129
nagy név (great name) 93
kis kéz (small hand) 50
szép szerelem (beautiful love) 30

Table 4: The most frequent alliterating adjective + noun
collocations

https://verskorpusz.elte-dh.hu
https://verskorpusz.elte-dh.hu
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The tool can also display some important quantitative
characteristics of the sub-corpora selected for analysis,
such as the number of different word forms and the
number of different lemmas of the sub-corpora. The
latter indicates the size of the vocabulary used by the
poets analyzed. Search results, their associated quanti-
tative data, frequency lists and the quantitative charac-
teristics of the sub-corpora selected can be downloaded
in TSV format and opened in any spread-sheet pro-
gram.

7. Summary
Our aim in building ELTE Poetry Corpus was to cre-
ate an open access annotated database that can be
used for both literary and linguistic research. The
query interface of the corpus allows access to quan-
titative data on canonical Hungarian poetry without
any special IT skills. This type of information can-
not be obtained by close reading. We believe that
the query interface makes the corpus useful not only
for researchers but also for teachers. The anno-
tated XML files can be downloaded from the gitHub
repository of the project (https://github.com/
ELTE-DH/poetry-corpus) and may be used for
research without restrictions. Publishing the XML files
allows researchers with programming skills to perform
more complex queries on the corpus that the online
query interface does not support. The ELTE Poetry
Corpus is not a closed project: in the future, we would
like to add more authors and annotation layers to the
corpus. We also plan to implement new features in the
query tool.
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